
free the taste 
                   of color



And if you could  
create infinite colors
on your guests with
a temporary effect
and the maximum  
freedom to change?

FREEDOM
SIMPLICITY
FLEXIBILITY 
DELICACY 
NATURALITY 
CREATIVITY 
INTENSITY
PERFORMANCE



NAVITAS
ORGANIC TOUCH

It is the range of product based  
on direct coloring, without ammonia  
and with organic pigments.  
Dedicated to all those who want  
to revive, to change or to correct a color 
in a delicate, simple and temporary way, 
Navitas Organic Touch is the contemporary 
answer to the need of often changing 
the color of your hair in a healthy way.

13 nuances to be used
pure or to be match for 
infinite chromatic effects
and infinite reflections.

Gusto
aspro
— cold

Gusto
dolce
— sweet

Gusto
piccante
— intense

Gusto 
delicato
— delicate



Gusto aspro
— cold

Gusto delicato
— delicate

Gusto dolce
— sweet

Gusto piccante
— intense



NAVITAS
ORGANIC TOUCH 
SHAMPOO

A light fluid that contains collagen  
of marine origin, oat and wheat proteins
for a moisturizing and nourishing action. 
Free of sulphates, SLS and SLES, it contains 
detergents of natural origin derived from 
coconut and olive. It gently and deeply 
cleanses hair and scalp. 

Milk CurrySesame Tumeric

Cinnamon PaprikaCarob Sumac

Cumin

Blueberry 
Ice

BlueberryPoppy  
Seeds

Grey 
Pepper

NAVITAS
ORGANIC TOUCH 
MASK

A mousse with a dense and compact consistency, 
rich in aminoacids and ceramides that give  
a powerful reconstruction action on damaged hair.
Argan, musk rose and linen oils allow to untangle, 
illuminate and hydrate.

Milk

Cinnamon

Curry

Paprika

Sesame

Carob

Tumeric

Sumac

Poppy  
Seeds

Blueberry



NAVITAS 
ORGANIC TOUCH
KEY POINT

Easy

Multitasking

Versatile

Like a shampoo and a mask ...
Mix, apply and leave on ...
Free your soul and express your  
chromatic taste, create the cocktail  
with the colors you prefer and apply.

You can use it after a bleaching work to tone 
gently both lengths and ends avoiding  
the oxidative action of permanent color.

In this way, during the laying of the mask,  
your Guests will be able to enjoy two  
treatments in one: coloring and nourishing  
the hair. An extraordinary mix of proteins,  
collagen and organic pigments available  
to nourish and moisturize the hair structure.

Natural  
and safe

Creative

Performing

A line at the top of modernity and performance 
which gives maximum chromatic intensity  
while respecting the well-being of the hair,  
thanks to a certified technology.
The presence of natural pigments,
guarantees maximum health for the hair.

Performance depends on the desire. 
It is valid both for hair with a bright color 
and hair which has bright or delicate hues. 
Moisturized, nourished and luminous  
hair structure. A controlled duration of 5/6 
washes gives the freedom to change 
nuance at any time.

Tastes and hues that come from spices  
give life to a line with spicy flavor but also 
sweet, sour or delicate. Everything depends 
on you, mix and use the nuances.



HOW DOES  
IT WORK

1
Navitas Organic Touch is positioned
on the cuticles pigmenting the surface
and recovering the damaged areas.

2
The color remains intense and brilliant for  
4-5 washes. The intensity of reflections  
and / or color may change depending on the time  
of laying and the starting conditions of the hair. 

3 
The color fades wash after wash in a  
natural and gradual manner since
the deposited pigment is eliminated.

4 
The hair returns completely to its original 
color after 6/8 washes and it is therefore 
ready for a new effect. All this is possible
because the pigment is positioned  
on outer part of the hair, while collagen
and the proteins feed it inside.

1
Use the shampoo 
of the nuance you 
choose to cleanse 
your hair or create 
the cocktail that’s 
right for you.

2
Choose the shade 
of the mask which 
you prefer or 
create the cocktail 
that suits you.

3 
Apply.

4
Leave the necessary 
time for the desired 
effect (minimum  
3 minutes maximum 
20 minutes).

5 
Rinse 
thoroughly.

6 
It’s 
done.

HOW  
TO USE

In the salon or at home, choose the recipe 
that’s right for you. It’s easy, simple and fast.



The intensity of the color varies depending  
on the starting point. The clearer is the base  
(bleached or natural) the more intense and visible  
is the result. The darker is the base the more  
Navitas Organic Touch will have a reflective function 
and will be less impacting on the starting color.

Both the shampoo and the mask require a minimum 
setting time. From a minimum of 3 minutes up to  
a maximum of 20 minutes depending on the 
desired effect and the starting hair.

DECIDE  
THE INTENSITY

The ability to “play” with shampoo and mask 
allows you to manage the intensity of the color 
depending on the result you want to achieve.

Decide the  
intensity

Decide  
on the shutter 
speed

Play with 
shampoo  
and mask



To get the maximum saturation apply the mask 
of the color you want on dry hair.

Decide the shutter speed. Remember maximum 20 
minutes, for an extra intense result.

Rinse and apply the shampoo leaving it still in place 
if the result you want is more intense; otherwise if you 
want to modulate the result emulsify, rinse and finish 
with Milk mask or again with the mask of the same 
shade. Leave on for 3-4 minutes and go.

DECIDE THE 
APPLICATION

Apply the shampoo without emulsifying it 
with damp hair. 

Choose the shutter speed, from 3 to 20 minutes, 
depending on the desire. 

Emulsifies like a normal shampoo and rinses. 

Apply Milk mask or the mask of the same shade 
depending on the desired intensity.

Do you want  
to get maximum 
intensity?

Do you want  
to get a pastel  
effect?



NAVITAS  
ORGANIC TOUCH  
GUARANTEE  
A TRIPLE EFFECT

color
sheen
reconstruction

— Cleanse and brighten the reflections
— Revive the color after a coloring
— Tone streaks or highlights
— Illuminate, revive
— Change and play with disruptive tones

Shampoo  
and mask  
are ideal for:



AND YOU? 
WHAT’S YOUR 
TASTE? 

Gusto
delicato

— Milk
— Sesame

Gusto 
aspro

 — Cumin 
— Poppy seeds
— Grey pepper
— Blueberry
— Blueberry Ice

Gusto  
dolce

 — Curry
— Tumeric
— Cinnamon
— Carob

Gusto  
piccante

— Sumac
— Paprika



DISCOVER  
ALL THE NUANCES

Milk
To attenuate  
some nuances.

Curry
To give more golden 
hues or to warm  
the blonde.

Cinnamon
A blonde honey  
for blondes
of all shades.

Sesame
To intensify  
a light blond.

Tumeric
Coppery shades  
to revive or give a boost 
of energy to the color.

Carob
A warm brown 
to intensify brown 
or darken blondes.

Cumin
To neutralize red 
and its reflections.

Paprika
Revives an intense  
red or gift 
greater vitality.

Blueberry Ice
The range is enriched with an ultra-strong performance product, 
exceptional for cooling blondes. A moisturizing shampoo with an ultra 
“ice” effect. It cools all types of blond, in a strong and important way 
for a truly “ice” effect. Check visually during the laying time to ensure 
an adequate result.

Poppy Seeds
To revive  
the gray.

Sumac
Purple on blondes  
perfect to become
violet, on chestnut it 
gives violet reflections.

Blueberry 
Ideal for cooling  
blondes in a delicate 
and soft way.

Grey Pepper
To revive  
the gray.



SWEET 
JUNIPER

Lightening method
Natural lightening with balayage effect using fusion hair 
Jean Paul Mynè with Frozen Deco + Activ Pulp 0.2 + Oxilock Plasma 
Miracle N.1 in the proportions of 1 gr per 10 gr of deco.

Laying time
The laying time varies depending on the desired lightening level 
up to a maximum of 50 minutes. At the end of the shutter speed 
carry out a light shampoo with Milk, rinse and apply Oxilock Plasma 
Miracle N.2 leaving in place for 10 minutes.

Toning with Navitas Organic Touch
Milk shampoo 10 gr
Sumac shampoo 3 gr
Carob mask 10 gr
Cinnamon mask 15 gr

Application and setting time of the mix 
Apply the mix on damp hair and leave on for 15 minutes. 
After 10 minutes distribute the mix also on the lengths 
for another 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.

Conditioning and drying
Apply a mix of Hatha Come True and Cinnamon mask,  
leave on for 5 minutes, rinse and proceed with styling as desired.

Procedures

“I really like mixing mask and 
shampoo and playing with Navitas 
Organic Touch in this way,
exploiting the restructuring power
and making your hair healthier
during the application.”
Roza Awetisian 
Jean Paul Mynè Nederland Ambassador

Frozen Deco 
Activ Pulp Enzyme 0.2
Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1
Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2
Milk shampoo
Sumac shampoo
Carob mask
Cinnamon mask
Hatha Come True

Ingredients



PINK  
PEPPER

Lightening method
Lightening over the whole head positioned according  
to the desired taste and effect. Frozen Deco + Activ Pulp 0.2 
in mixture (1 + 2) + Oxilock Plasma N.1 in the proportions of 1 gr 
each 10 gr of deco.

Laying time  
Decide the shutter speed according to the starting level. 
In this case we started from level 7 and left 50 minutes approx. 
At the end of the laying time, make a light shampoo with Milk, 
rinse and apply Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2 leaving 
in pose for 10 minutes.

Toning with Navitas Organic Touch 
Milk shampoo 15 gr
Sumac shampoo 8 gr
Blueberry shampoo 10 gr

Application and setting time of the mix
apply on damp hair without emulsifying. Setting time 
for 5 minutes. At the end of the 5 minutes add the water to the hair, 
emulsify the shampoo until the hair is completely cleansed.

Conditioning and drying 
Apply Hatha Come True, leaving on for a few minutes,  
rinse and proceed with styling as desired.

Procedures

Frozen Deco 
Activ Pulp Enzyme 0.2
Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1
Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2
Milk shampoo
Sumac shampoo
Blueberry shampoo
Hatha Come True

Ingredients“For a cooler effect I choose
to add 10 grams of Blueberry
reducing reflections of Sumac red.”
 
Roza Awetisian 
Jean Paul Mynè Nederland Ambassador



SAFFRON  
CAKE

Doc Activ Enzyme 0.2
Doc Activ Enzyme 0.3
Doc Oleodec
Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1
Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2
Curry shampoo
Sumac shampoo
Tumeric shampoo
Cinnamon shampoo
Hatha Come True

Ingredients

Lightening method
Proceed to total lightening using Doc Oleodec. Based: Doc Oleodec 
+ Doc Activ Enzyme 0.2 (mix 1: 1) Lengths: Doc Oleodec 
+ Doc Activ Enzyme 0.3 (mix: 1: 1) Adding Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1 
in the proportions of 1 gr each 10 gr of deco.

Laying time
Depending on the starting level and the desired lightening 
objective, the laying time may vary. In our case we started from 
a level 7 we left for 45 minutes checking from time to time. 
At the end of the laying time, carry out a light shampoo with Milk, 
rinse and apply Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.2, leaving on for 10 minutes.

Toning with Navitas Organic Touch
Curry shampoo 10 gr  
Sumac shampoo 4 gr
Tumeric shampoo 20 gr 
Cinnamon shampoo 10 gr
 
Application and setting time of the mix
Application first on the bases on damp hair without emulsifying.  
After 10 minutes distribute the mix also on the lengths leaving  
it for another 5 minutes and rinse.

Conditioning and drying
Apply Hatha Come True, leave on for a few minutes, 
rinse and proceed with styling as desired.

Procedures

“The secret of a totally natural 
lightening effect it’s working with
fusion creating shades on the 
lengths up to 1 cm from the base.”
Roza Awetisian 
Jean Paul Mynè Nederland Ambassador



SILVER 
GREY

Ingredients

Lightening method
Carry out lightening on the whole head with Frozen Deco  
+ Activ Pulp 0.3 + Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1 in the proportions  
of 1 gr each 10 gr of deco.

Laying time
At the end of the laying time, carry out a light shampoo 
with Milk, rinse and apply Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.2, 
leaving on for 10 minutes.

Toning with Navitas Organic Touch
Blueberry Ice shampoo 20 gr
Grey Pepper shampoo 6 gr

Application and setting time of the mix 
Apply the mix on damp hair without emulsifying. 
Leave on for 5 minutes.

Conditioning and drying
Apply a mix of Hatha Come True and Blueberry mask, 
leave on for 5 minutes, rinse and proceed with styling as desired.

Procedures

Frozen Deco 
Activ Pulp Enzyme 0.3
Oxilock Plasma Miracle N.1
Oxilock Plasma Come True N.2
Blueberry Ice shampoo
Grey Pepper shampoo
Blueberry mask
Hatha Come True

“Blueberry Ice is really my favorite,
it demands the maximum control
and attention in the exposure 
times, it takes just a few minutes 
to obtain a glacial effect.”
Roza Awetisian 
Jean Paul Mynè Nederland Ambassador



Milk
250 ml
Milk shampoo 
Cod. NOT312
Milk mask 
Cod. NOT410

Sesame
250 ml
Sesame shampoo 
Cod. NOT302
Sesame mask 
Cod. NOT402

Curry
250 ml
Curry shampoo 
Cod. NOT303
Curry mask 
Cod. NOT403

Tumeric
250 ml
Tumeric shampoo 
Cod. NOT305
Tumeric mask 
Cod. NOT405

Cinnamon
250 ml
Cinnamon shampoo 
Cod. NOT304
Cinnamon mask 
Cod. NOT404

Carob
250 ml

Cumin
250 ml

Carob shampoo 
Cod. NOT309
Carob mask 
Cod. NOT408

Paprika
250 ml
Paprika shampoo 
Cod. NOT307
Paprika mask 
Cod. NOT406

Sumac
250 ml
Sumac shampoo 
Cod. NOT308
Sumac mask 
Cod. NOT407

Cumin shampoo 
Cod. NOT311

Grey Pepper
250 ml
Grey Pepper shampoo 
Cod. NOT306

Blueberry Ice
250 ml
Blueberry Ice shampoo 
Cod. NOT313

Blueberry
250 ml
Blueberry shampoo 
Cod. NOT301
Blueberry mask 
Cod. NOT401

Poppy Seeds
250 ml
Poppy Seeds shampoo 
Cod. NOT310
Poppy Seeds mask
Cod. NOT409

NAVITAS  
ORGANIC TOUCH 
AT HOME

Milk
1000 ml
Milk shampoo 
Cod. NOT112
Milk mask 
Cod. NOT210

Sesame
1000 ml
Sesame shampoo 
Cod. NOT102
Sesame mask 
Cod. NOT202

Curry
1000 ml
Curry shampoo 
Cod. NOT103
Curry mask 
Cod. NOT203

Tumeric
1000 ml
Tumeric shampoo 
Cod. NOT105
Tumeric mask 
Cod. NOT205

Cinnamon
1000 ml
Cinnamon shampoo 
Cod. NOT104
Cinnamon Mask 
Cod. NOT204

Carob
1000 ml

Cumin
1000 ml

Carrob shampoo 
Cod. NOT109
Carrob mask 
Cod. NOT208

Paprika
1000 ml
Paprika shampoo 
Cod. NOT107
Paprika mask 
Cod. NOT206

Sumac
1000 ml
Sumac shampoo 
Cod. NOT108
Sumac mask 
Cod. NOT207

Cumin shampoo 
Cod. NOT111

Grey Pepper
1000 ml
Grey Pepper shampoo 
Cod. NOT106

Blueberry Ice
1000 ml
Blueberry Ice shampoo 
Cod. NOT113

Poppy Seeds
1000 ml
Poppy Seeds shampoo 
Cod. NOT110
Poppy Seeds mask 
Cod. NOT209

Blueberry
1000 ml
Blueberry shampoo 
Cod. NOT101
Blueberry mask 
Cod. NOT201

NAVITAS  
ORGANIC TOUCH 
IN THE SALON
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Expo Banco  
Navitas  
Organic Touch

Color
Experience

Cod. ESP130
Price: € 21,00
Size: 45 x 46,7 x 15 cm

Cod. ARGCOL1
Price: € 8,00
Size: 23,5 x 27 cm

Hair Color
Menù
Cod. BRODOC2
Price: € 4,00
Size: 16,8 x 32 cm

NAVITAS
ORGANIC TOUCH
TOOLS



DIMA COSMETICS srl
www.jeanpaulmyne.com

Made   
in Italy
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